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Viewers (“eyes”)
For example, imagers, infrared radiometers These would include any kind of imagers (sort of like fancy

cameras) that detect light, including light our eyes cannot see,
such as infrared and ultraviolet light. Imagers tell us about
surface brightness, color, shape (topography), and texture.

One type of imager, an infrared radiometer, can measure the
temperature of a surface based on how much infrared light
(which we cannot see, but rather feel as heat) is being emitted.

Listeners (“ears”)
For example, sounding radar (or sounders), imaging radar, profiling radar

There’s no sound in space, unless there’s an atmosphere to conduct the
sound waves. But instruments called sounders or radars do listen, in a way.
Sounders, and imaging or profiling radars riding on a spacecraft, transmit
radio waves downward and then “listen” for echoes as the waves bounce
off the clouds or surface, or even penetrate beneath the surface. These
“listeners” can measure distances to different parts of the surface or
heights of clouds based on the strength of the echo or how long it takes
to “hear” the echo. Thus sounder and radar data can be used to make
3-D maps of the surface as the spacecraft passes over it. Profiling radar
can also measure depths of clouds and sounders can measure depths
of ice layers or layers of different materials below the surface.

Sniffers (“noses”)
For example, spectrometers Your nose detects even tiny amounts of substances in the air. A spectrometer,

although it works more like an imager than a “sniffer,” can analyze the composition
of a gas, a liquid, or a solid.

Here’s how: Light travels in waves. Light is a combination of many different wave-
lengths, or colors. Combined, they make white light. If you shine light through
a gas (such as water vapor), the gas will absorb some wavelengths (colors) of
the light and let others pass through, depending on the gas. Each substance has
a unique “fingerprint.”

An absorption spectrometer separates the wavelengths of light (as a prism) that
has passed through a gas, making a kind of rainbow. The spectrometer then detects
which wavelengths are missing. They are missing because they were absorbed
by the gas they passed through. The spectrometer matches this pattern of missing
wavelengths, or “fingerprint,” with those of known substances, thus identifying
the unknown gas.

An emission spectrometer analyzes the light coming from (being emitted by)
a source, such as a star, and identifies the source material (that is, what is burning
or glowing) by the wavelengths (colors) of light it emits.
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Tasters (“tongues”)
For example, x-ray spectrometers

Your tongue works with your nose to identify what you are eating or drinking. So,
spectrometers might also be considered tasters, since they can analyze what’s in a
substance that has emitted light or a substance that light has passed through. Other
special x-ray spectrometers can directly bombard with x-rays solid things such as rocks
and then detect the rock’s composition based on the energy “fingerprint” that echoes
back into the instrument. In this pictured model of the Pathfinder “Sojourner” rover
that explored Mars in 1997, the x-ray spectrometer is helping Sojourner “taste” a rock.

Feelers (“fingers”)
Examples are drillers, scrapers, corers, sample collectors, rock crushers, ice scrapers, particle detectors

If you wanted to know about a substance, you would probably touch it directly. You would feel its texture, hardness,
temperature, wetness, etc. “Feeler” instruments might be mechanical devices such as drillers or scrapers or corers.
Or, maybe even rock crushers to find out how hard the material is and get it ready for the spectrometer (sniffer/taster)
to analyze it. This sequence of pictures shows a rock (of Earthly origins) being crushed for analysis by a spectrometer.

Other types of “feelers” are sample collectors (as if they are grabbing or trapping some-
thing with their hands) or particle or dust detectors (which sense when, say, an electrically
charged particle strikes a surface, or the instrument’s “skin”). This picture shows how
a human-made substance called “aerogel” can trap particles for later analysis.

“Sixth” sensors
An example is a magnetometer

Some scientific instruments directly detect things that none of our five senses
can detect. Magnetic fields fall into this category. (Although some birds and other
animals may sense Earth’s magnetic field and use it to navigate.) If not for a
compass, we humans might not know about Earth’s magnetic lines of force. An
instrument that detects and measures magnetic fields is called a magnetometer.
As on the Voyager spacecraft in this picture, a magnetometer is often placed at
the end of a long boom so magnetic fields from the spacecraft itself do not interfere.
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